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Introduction

Welcome to the Ryan Navion for FSX

This virtual aircraft is based on modern examples produced by a number of commercial outlets 
specializing in restoring this classic to 21st century standards. As such it features modern gauges and 
avionics and a more powerful engine than originally fitted (300 HP instead of 205 HP or 260 HP). The 
more powerful engine does not provide more speed as the aircraft is still restricted by it's maximum 
structural airspeed limit, it does however provide a considerable increase in climb performance and 
better short field capabilities. Care should be taken when operating below 3,000 ft. ASL as you can 
easily exceed the maximum indicated speed for the aircraft (202 MPH, 176 Knots).

Credits

Credits are normally found at the end of a manual and often go unread. I decided to put them here in 
the hope that people will read them and realize that this model could not have been produced without 
the help and invaluable knowledge of those listed below. I am deeply indebted to them all and it is 
thanks to them that I was able to bring this project to release.

Bernt Stolle

Thank to Bernt for his final 'tweaks' to Dave's flight model (see below).

Bill Davidson (WND)

Bill has real world experience in the Ryan Navion and his personal recollections were extremely 
helpful in many areas.

Bill Leaming (N4GIX) (known to many as Fr. Bill)

Bill's incredible in-depth knowledge of Microsoft's convoluted coding is renowned. Without his patient 
answering of my many questions regarding XML code I could never have completed most of the 
custom gauge functions in the VC model.

DangerousDave26 (or DD26)

Dave created the flight model for the Navion and spent many hours fine tuning it to get it as close to 
the real thing as he could. I am deeply indebted to him for this work as I know how difficult it is after 
our work together on the FSX de Havilland Hornet FDE project. Dave also created the 'phone app' pop-
up gauge.

Doug Dawson

Thanks go to Doug for making the FSX sound gauge available and for his assistance in getting it 
working in this aircraft.
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FSDeveloper Forum

Thanks to the many contributors who willingly give up their free time to answer the myriad of 
questions posed by fellow developers in need. The pool of Flight Sim related knowledge on the various 
sub-forums is truly incredible.

John Cook (jkcook28)

John had a Ryan Navion visit his local airport for an annual inspection and he was able to crawl all 
over the outside and inside taking over 100 photographs for me. Those shots provided a valuable 
resource when it came to modelling all the parts. 

Pam Brooker (Warchild)

Pam provided lots of information and guidance during the early flight model development. Her input 
helped us to get started on the right track.

Rachael Whiteford (Firekitten)

Rachel produced the vast majority of the exterior and interior textures for the Navion and put together 
the paintkit. Without her excellent skills as a texture artist the release date would have been pushed 
back even further as she literally saved me hundreds of hours of work as I was able to continue 
modelling while she worked on the painting. Thank you!

Robert Ibey (SirGalahad)

Robert's vast real world knowledge, gained over a lifetime of being around aircraft, really helped me to 
get the fundamentals of the aircraft correct. Robert also has real world experience with the Ryan 
Navion.

Robert Kerr (N2056)

Robert was a huge help when I started this project and his many hours spent showing me different 
techniques in GMAX via 'Teamviewer' greatly improved my modelling skills. He very generously 
provided several VC models/gauges which helped to reduce my workload considerably. Without doubt 
I owe my greatest thanks to Robert for being there on Teamspeak whenever I screamed 'HELP!'.

A big thank you also goes to the beta testers for the hours spent trying to break it!
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Installation

If you are reading this manual you have obviously already downloaded and unpacked the zip file. 

The package should contain a number of folders, text files and this manual.

To install the aircraft into FSX proceed as follows:

1. Copy and paste the 'Ryan_Navion_B', 'Ryan_Navion_B_TTN' and 
'Ryan_Navion_B_TTO' folders into your '...FSX\SimObjects\Airplanes' folder.

2. Copy and paste the contents (just the contents NOT the entire folder) of the 
'Effects\Texture' folder into your '...FSX\Effects\Texture' folder.

3. Copy and paste the contents (just the contents NOT the entire folder) of the 'Effects' 
folder into your '...FSX\Effects' folder (DO NOT copy the 'texture' folder too).

4. Copy and paste the contents (just the contents NOT the entire folder) of the 'Fonts' folder 
into your '...FSX\Fonts' folder (if it asks you to overwrite say yes or no as it appears you 
already have that font installed).

5. Copy and paste the contents (just the contents NOT the entire folder) of the 'Sound' 
folder into your '...FSX\Sound' folder.

If you encounter any difficulties during the installation please contact me, either via a PM to 
'Tako_Kichi' at 'Sim Outhouse' (SOH):

http://www.sim-outhouse.com/sohforums/member.php?49184-Tako_Kichi

OR

via email at: larry.green@cogeco.ca

This aircraft has been tested in FSX+SP2, FSX+Acceleration and P3D.
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External Models

This FSX virtual aircraft features three model variations as follows:

Straight Wing Version

New Style Tip Tank Version 

(tanks are slimmer and more streamlined)
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Old Style Tip Tank Version 

(tanks are torpedo shaped)

The straight wing version has a 21 US gallon auxiliary fuel tank located behind the rear seats while the 
tip tank versions lose the aux. tank but make up for it with 20 US gallons per tip tank (40 US gallons in 
total). All versions have left and right main tanks of 19.75 US gallons per side (39.5 US gallons in 
total).

Each variant resides in it's own set of sub-folders in the 'SimObjects/Airplanes' folder due to individual 
requirements in the aircraft.cfg file. Special care should be taken when installing repaints to ensure that 
the correct model shows the correct paint for each variant.

Note: Please refer to the 'Important Information For Repainters' chapter for more information.
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Virtual Cockpit Operation
Overview

The VC is 99% functional therefore no 2D panel has been provided. The following pages provide 
information on the equipment installed and it's use in the sim. See the 'Additional Views' section below 
(which provide better access to some features) for information on the different viewpoints available.

Pilot's Gauges

1. Dual oil pressure/oil temperature gauge.
2. Airspeed indicator. Outer ring is in MPH, inner ring is in Knots. The coloured bands represent 

the following:
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White Zone
White Arc: Flap operating range.
Start: Flaps-down stall speed.
End: Maximum airspeed for flaps down flight.

Green Zone
Green Arc: Normal operating range.
Start: Flaps-up stall speed.
End: Maximum airspeed for rough air.

Yellow Zone
Yellow Arc: Structural warning area.
Start: Maximum airspeed for rough air.
End: Never-exceed airspeed.

Red Line
Never-exceed airspeed.

3. Artificial horizon.
4. Attitude calibration knob. Use the mouse wheel to adjust the vertical position.
5. AH cage knob. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
6. Altimeter.
7. Kohlsman knob. Left-click to decrease setting, right-click to increase setting. Use the <B> key 

to reset to current barometric pressure.
8. Dual manifold pressure/fuel flow gauge.
9. Clock. Displays local sim time.

10. Dual CHT/EGT gauge.
11. Turn/slip indicator.
12. Battery flag. Indicator will turn red if the main battery switch is set to 'OFF'.
13. HSI. See below for more details:
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A) TO-FROM flag. Indicates whether you are flying 'to' or 'from' the tuned navaid. 
B) Glide slope indicators. Indicates if you are above, below or on the glideslope. 
C) Course deviation indicator. Indicates if you are on course to the tuned navaid (yellow line is 

straight and centre section aligns with ends) or off to one side or the other.
D) Course select knob. Use to select the required radial from a VOR or the approach course for 

an ILS landing. Use left-click to rotate left, right-click to rotate right or mouse wheel to 
rotate. If you click and hold down the button the action will repeat. 

E) Heading select knob. Use to select the required heading. Use left-click to rotate left, right-
click to rotate right or mouse wheel to rotate. If you click and hold down the button the 
action will repeat. Clicking with the middle button (mouse wheel click) will set the 'bug' to 
the current heading.

F) Heading bug. Indicates the heading selected with 'E' above.

Note: If you turn off power to the HSI or do not select a navaid via the nav radio then you will see a 
number of  warning 'flags' as shown below:

14. Vertical speed indicator.
15. Tachometer.
16. Hobbs meter showing engine run time.

Gear Indicator Lights

Red lights illuminate when the gear is in transition. Green lights 
illuminate when the gear is down and locked. When all lights are off 
gear is in the raised position.
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Co-pilot's Gauges

1. Gyro compass.
2. Artificial horizon.
3. Attitude calibration knob. Use the mouse wheel to adjust the vertical position.
4. AH cage knob. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
5. Altimeter.
6. Kohlsman knob. Left-click to increase setting, right-click to decrease setting. Use the <B> key 

to reset to current barometric pressure.
7. Auxiliary fuel tank indicator lamp. The lamp will flash when 5 US gallons of fuel remain in the 

auxiliary tank. The lamp will stop flashing and illuminate continuously when there is less than 1 
US gallon of fuel in the auxiliary tank.

8. Suction gauge.
9. Fuel quantity gauge, indicates the total amount of fuel (as a percentage) left in the left/right 

main tanks.
10. Voltmeter.
11. Blank gauge plug.
12. Turn/slip indicator.
13. Battery flag. Indicator will turn red if the main battery switch is set to 'OFF'.
14. Vertical speed indicator.
15. Fuel pressure gauge.
16. Ammeter.
17. Outside air temperature gauge. Outer scale reads in °F, inner scale reads in °C.

Note: In the tip tank versions the auxiliary fuel tank indicator lamp (item 7 above) is replaced by a tip 
tank fuel gauge as shown below:
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Radio Stack Components

Audio Panel

1. Volume knob. Use left-click to rotate left, right-click to rotate right or mouse wheel to 
rotate. (Non-functional in the sim).

2. OMI lights.
3. Com 1 button. Activates Com 1 audio. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
4. Nav 1 button. Activates Nav 1 audio. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
5. Marker button. Activates marker audio. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
6. ADF button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate. (Non-functional in the sim).
7. DME button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate. (Non-functional in the sim).
8. Com 2 button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate. (Non-functional in the sim).
9. Nav 2 button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate. (Non-functional in the sim).

10. ICS button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate. (Non-functional in the sim).
11. AUX button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate. (Non-functional in the sim).
12. SPR button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate. (Non-functional in the sim).
13. Channel select knob. Use left-click to rotate left, right-click to rotate right or mouse wheel 

to rotate. (Non-functional in the sim).
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Nav/Com Radio

1. Power/volume knob. Left-click to operate.
2. Com frequency swap button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
3. Com frequency Mhz selection knob. Use the mouse wheel to operate.
4. Com frequency Khz selection knob. Use the mouse wheel to operate.
5. Nav frequency swap button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
6. Nav frequency Mhz selection knob. Use the mouse wheel to operate.
7. Nav frequency Khz selection knob. Use the mouse wheel to operate.

Autopilot

1. Autopilot on/off button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
2. Heading select button. Activates the current heading hold. Note: This is not the heading 

shown on the heading bug on the HSI. Use the heading bug on the HSI to change the 
heading hold direction once heading hold has been selected. Left-click or use the mouse 
wheel to operate.

3. Nav mode button. Selects nav mode navigation based on the frequency tuned on the Nav 1 
radio or selects GPS navigation dependent upon the position of the NAV/GPS switch. Left-
click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
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4. Approach mode button. Selects approach mode navigation based on the frequency tuned on 
the Nav 1 radio. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.

5. Reverse button. Selects 'back-course'  navigation based on the frequency tuned on the Nav 1 
radio. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.

6. Altitude hold button. Activates the altitude hold function for the current altitude. Left-click 
or use the mouse wheel to operate.

7. UP/DN buttons. Used to set the target altitude value. Each click on the button increases or 
decreases the target altitude value by 100 feet. Left-click to operate.

8. Target altitude display area. Hovering the mouse over this area will allow you to make the 
following changes to the target altitude setting.

Left-click – Decrease the target altitude by 100 feet increments.
Right-click - Increase the target altitude by 100 feet increments.
Mouse wheel – Change the target altitude by 1,000 feet increments.

9. Vertical speed display area. Hovering the mouse over this area will allow you to make the 
following changes to the target altitude setting.

Left-click – Decrease the target vertical speed by 100 feet increments.
Right-click - Increase the target vertical speed by 100 feet increments.
Mouse wheel – Change the target vertical speed by 1,000 feet increments.

Transponder

1. On/off power button. Left-click to operate.
2. Ident lamp. Illuminates when the unit is transmitting.
3. 1,000's setting knob. Use left-click to decrease, right-click to increase or mouse wheel to 

rotate. 
4. 100's setting knob. Use left-click to decrease, right-click to increase or mouse wheel to 

rotate. 
5. 10's setting knob. Use left-click to decrease, right-click to increase or mouse wheel to rotate.
6. 1's setting knob. Use left-click to decrease, right-click to increase or mouse wheel to rotate.  
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GPS Unit

1. On/off power button. Left-click or use the mouse wheel to operate.
2. Power on LED.
3. The range button allows you to select the desired map scale. Use the up arrow side of the 

button to zoom out to a larger area or the down arrow side to zoom in to a smaller area. 
Left-click to operate.

4. The direct-to button provides access to the direct-to function, which allows you to enter a 
destination waypoint and establishes a direct course to the selected destination. Left-click to 
operate.

5. The menu button is used to activate a specific leg in an active flight plan. Left-click to 
operate.

6. The clear button is used to erase information or cancel an entry. Press and hold this button 
to immediately display the Default NAV (navigation) page, regardless of which page is 
currently displayed. Left-click to operate.

7. The enter button is used to approve an operation or to complete data entry. Left-click to 
operate.

8. The large knob is used to select between the various page groups: NAV, WPT, FPL, or 
NRST. With the on-screen cursor enabled, the large knob allows you to move the cursor 
about the page.  Use the mouse wheel to operate.

9. The small knob is used to select between the various pages within one of the groups listed 
above. Use the mouse wheel to operate.

10. The cursor button displays the on-screen cursor. The cursor allows you to enter data and/or 
make a selection from a list of options. Left-click to operate.

11. The nearest button displays the Nearest Airports page. Rotating the small right knob steps 
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through the other NRST pages. Left-click to operate.
12. The OBS (Omnibearing Selector) button is used to select manual or automatic sequencing 

of waypoints. Pressing this button selects OBS mode, which will retain the current "active-
to" waypoint as your navigation reference even after passing the waypoint (that is, it 
prevents sequencing to the next waypoint). Pressing the OBS button again will return to 
normal operation, with automatic sequencing of waypoints. Left-click to operate.

13. The message button is used to view Airspace Alerts. Left-click to operate.
14. The flight plan button allows you to see and follow a flight plan you've created using the 

Flight Planner, and to access instrument approaches. Left-click to operate.
15. The VNAV button allows you to add a graphical depiction of the terrain to the Default NAV 

page and to the Map page. Left-click to operate.
16. The procedures button allows you to add instrument approaches to your flight plan. When 

using a flight plan, available procedures for your arrival airport are offered automatically. 
Otherwise, you may select the desired airport, then the desired procedure. 

Note: All other functions/screens are as per the default Microsoft GPS 500 unit.

Aircraft Controls

Switches

The main rocker switches are all fully functional and are clearly labelled as to their function. The 
top edge of the switch has a white band (green at night) to help indicate the switch status. If the 
band is showing the switch is OFF. Left-click to operate.

The magneto/starter switch has the following positions:

OFF
RIGHT
LEFT
BOTH
START

Left-click and drag to operate.
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Central Controls

1. Gear lever. Left-click and drag to operate.
2. Flap lever. Left-click and drag to operate.
3. Elevator trim wheel. Left-click and drag or use the mouse wheel to operate.
4. Elevator trim position indicator.
5. Cowl flap control.  Left-click and drag or use the mouse wheel to operate.
6. Throttle control.  Left-click and drag or use the mouse wheel to operate.
7. Propeller pitch control.  Left-click and drag or use the mouse wheel to operate.
8. Mixture control.  Left-click and drag or use the mouse wheel to operate.
9. Cabin heat knob. Left-click to operate. (Non-functional in the sim).

10. Cabin temperature dial. Use left-click to rotate left, right-click to rotate right or mouse 
wheel to rotate. (Non-functional in the sim).
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Fuel Tank Selector

The fuel tank selector has three positions, OFF, MAIN and AUX. 
OFF shuts off all fuel to the engine.
MAIN selects both the left and right main wing tanks.
AUX selects the rear auxiliary tank. 

Left-click to rotate the valve counter-clockwise, right-click to rotate the valve clockwise.

Note: In the tip tank versions the third position is marked 'TIPS' and selects both tip tanks.

Canopy Release

Left-click on the red handle to open the canopy. To 
close the canopy either left-click on the red handle 
again or left-click on the latch post in the roof 
forward of the canopy opening.

The canopy can also be opened or closed using the 
usual <Shift + E> key command.
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Pop-up Panels

Radio Stack Window

Pressing <Shift + 2> will open a radio stack window with 
additional (default Bendix King) radios. Changes made in this 
window will also be made to the communications equipment in the 
VC. 

GPS Window

Pressing <Shift +3 > will open the default FSX GPS 500 
window. 

IFR Gauges Window

Pressing <Shift+4> will open the IFR Gauge 
window.

These can be used in conjunction with the Radio 
Stack Window <Shift+2> for traditional IFR 
navigation.
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Smartphone Window

Pressing <Shift + 5> will open the Smartphone window as shown below. 

Note: This gauge has been tested on wide-screen monitors. If the gauge is slightly too narrow to 
display all the data on your monitor then drag the right side of the gauge to the right until it 
displays correctly.

1. The On/Off power button is a hidden click-spot 
located on the upper right edge of the phone  body. 
Left-click to activate. 
Note: The 'Home' button (Item 2 below) will also 
power up the phone if it is turned off.

2. Home button. Pressing this button will bring you 
back to the home screen from any other screen. It 
will also power up the phone if it is turned off.
 Left-click to activate. 

3. This area displays the current simulator time.
4. This area displays the current simulator day/date.
5. This area displays the current outside temperature.
6. This area displays the current wind speed in knots.
7. This area displays the current wind direction in 

magnetic degrees.
8. This area displays the current visibility in statute 

miles.
9. This button calls up the standard FSX knee-board. 

Click the button repeatedly to navigate through the 
options.
Left-click to activate.

10. This button calls up the 'Navion Options' page. See 
below for more details.
Left-click to activate.

11. This button calls up the 'Check List' pages. See 
below for more details.
Left-click to activate.
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Navion Options

Left-click the items to select or de-select. The actions are as follows:

Swap Male/Female Pilot – Swaps the position of the pilot and co-
pilot.

Show/Hide Sunglasses – Shows or hides pilot sunglasses for 
day/night operation.

Show/Hide Window Supports – Shows or hides the window supports to allow you to have the 
original split windows or the more modern single piece windows.
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Check List Pages

Left-click to select an item.

If an item is not currently available you will see the 
following screen:

Left-click on the arrow to go back.
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Clicking on the 'Ryan' option above will bring up the 
following page:

Click on 'Ryan Navion B 300' for check lists for this aircraft.

Click on an item to view that specific check list. 

See the 'Fuel and Payload' section below for information on 
those screens.

Left-click on the 'Main Menu' button to return to the 
'Aircraft Selection' page.

Clicking on any of the check list items above will bring up 
the relevant page. Most check lists are a single page but 
some have multiple pages as show below:
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Click on the various 'page' buttons to navigate through the 
check lists.

The 'Main Menu' button on these pages will return you to the 
main 'Check Lists' page.

Fuel and Payload

Clicking on the 'Fuel & Payload' button at the bottom of the 
check lists page will bring up the Navion fuel status page.

The parameters are constantly updated and the 'Range' value 
is based on your current 'over the ground' speed and current 
fuel consumption. This value will be zero if you are sitting on 
the ground and not moving. 

Clicking on the 'Payload' button will bring up the 'Payload' 
screen as shown below:
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This page displays the various aircraft weights and draws it's 
data from the aircraft.cfg file and any changes you made in 
the FSX Fuel and Payload Manager (both fuel and payload).

The 'Total Weight' value is constantly updated and takes into 
account both the aircraft weight and the amount of fuel on 
board. The value will display RED text if you exceed the 
max. gross weight, YELLOW text if you exceed the max. 
landing weight and GREEN text if you are below the max. 
landing weight.

Note: The default settings in the aircraft.cfg file will put you 
over the max. landing weight. Bear this in mind if you 
meet the above criteria and burn off fuel or change the 
values in the FSX Fuel and Payload Manager before 
landing.

Additional Views

A number of additional views have been coded into the aircraft. 

To cycle through the views in the VC press the <A> key repeatedly. The 'Radio Stack' view is 
particularly helpful when trying to set radio frequencies, access autopilot settings or access GPS 
settings.

To cycle through the external views press the <S> key repeatedly.
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Special Features

A number of special features will only be seen under specific conditions as follows:

Tie downs, wheel chocks, pitot cover, no pilot figures

The above items will only appear/disappear if all the following conditions are met:

1. The aircraft is on the ground.
2. The parking brake is on.
3. The engine is off and the engine oil pressure is less than 1 lb./sq.in.

Note: It takes a few seconds for the engine oil pressure to bleed off after shutdown before the various 
items will appear/disappear.
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Exits

The canopy can be opened/closed using the usual <Shift + E> command. 

Note: Refer to the 'Canopy Release' section for information on VC click-spots for the canopy.

In addition the baggage door can be opened/closed using the <Shift + E, 2> command (i.e. press the 
'Shift' + 'E' keys simultaneously and then release them and quickly press the '2' key).

Pilot's/Co-Pilot's Yokes

The yokes can be shown/hidden (individually) by left-clicking on the support bushing around the yoke 
shaft as shown below:
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Limitations in FSX

Lighting Issues

There are known FSX issues with lights and the panel lights will remain operational even when all 
electrical power is turned off. I spent many hours trying to correct this issue and could not find a 
solution. 

The Navion Project was really close to release when it was delayed by a problem noticed by our Beta 
Testers. The problem was reported as a simple misplacement of the lights. It turned out to be a 
humongous flaw in how FSX handles lights within the world environment and our lack of 
understanding that flaw. 

The original report was that the taxi lights were not viewable from the spot plane view and the wing 
navigation lights were in the wrong place. When we looked at the lights two of us did not have the taxi 
light issue but another LDR team member did. The navigation lights were also correctly placed. After 
scratching our heads about what was different between our simulators, we discovered that viewing the 
taxi lights was dependent on the heading of the plane. They were viewable at 90/270 degrees but not at 
0/180 and anything in between gave you a partial view. If you rotated the aircraft around in a circle (in 
slew mode or by taxiing) you could watch something move in front of the lights.  It turns out the lights 
were wandering around on an axis so they would move behind the nose of the aircraft. The lights 
would therefore be blocked by the structure of the aircraft and not viewable from the spot plane view. 

Further investigation by other team members showed us the problem diminished the further north or 
south you go from the equator. Above or below 45 degrees latitude the lights no longer seem to wander 
around. The lights are equally affected by Western vs. Eastern Hemispheres.  

For a week we struggled with what we had done wrong with the lights and how to fix them until we 
discovered every default aircraft has the same problem. The question then became how do we 
mitigate or reduce the ability to notice the FSX light defect on the Navion.

We decided to initially place the navigation lights, strobes, and rotating beacon on the aircraft at PABR, 
Barrow Alaska (N71° Latitude). 

This allowed us to place them where we know they are right. The aircraft was then moved to Cumana 
Venezuela (N10° Latitude) where the lights were no longer in the right place (on the tip tank models 
actually in the tanks). They were moved again so they were not so wrong but definitely not right.  This 
hopefully will allow for the lights to look like they are placed somewhat correct in most of the world. 
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Barrow Alaska after final adjustment

Cumana Venezuela after final adjustment

They will however appear to be slightly off just about everywhere. How they appear to be off will 
depend on the planes heading and your view point of the lights. From one direction they will appear to 
be floating in space from another they may appear to be embedded in the wing. 

You can choose to change the position of the lights if you so choose however they will only appear to 
be perfect at the location you set them and the viewpoint from which you set them. Move anywhere 
else in the world and they will not be located where you expected them. 
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Miscellaneous Issues

The canopy will sometimes appear to go slightly forward of it's closed position when operated and 
again nothing I tried would correct this issue. There is also a known bug/feature in FSX whereby trying 
to operate any exit while sitting at a refuelling point will result in the exit snapping shut again after 
opening. In addition certain 'effects' cannot be seen from the VC as they are too close to the 'eyepoint'. 

Realism Settings

The aircraft was built and the FDE developed with all 'realism' sliders set  to the 'full right' position. 
Other settings may yield unpredictable results and therefore limited support will be available for 
anyone not running with the 'realism' sliders set to 'full right'.

Pilot's Notes and Check Lists

Ryan Navion B 300 hp Conversion 

Note: The following information can also be used in flight by calling up the Pilot's Knee-board in FSX 
(Shift + F10).

Reference Information

For standard procedures, see the Check Lists.

Empty Weight 1,950 lbs 

Maximum Gross Weight 3,315 lbs 

Maximum Landing Weight 3,150 lbs 

Useful Load 1,365 lbs 

Pay Load 800 lbs 

Baggage Capacity 176 lbs 

Note: To adjust fuel load, on the Aircraft menu, click Fuel and Load. 

Position Capacity US Gal Weight lbs

Left Main 19.75 128.38

Right Main 19.75 128.38

Aux Tank (under rear passenger seat) 21 136.5

Total Fuel Capacity 60.5 393.25
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VA - Maneuvering Speed 117 KIAS  (134 MPH)

VNO - Max Structural Cruising Speed 147 KIAS (169 MPH)

VNE - Never Exceed Speed 176 KIAS (202MPH)

VS - Stalling Speed (max weight, flaps up) 63 KIAS (72 MPH)

VSO - Stalling Speed in Landing Configuration 47 KIAS (54 MPH)

VX - Best Angle-of-Climb Speed (sea level) 67 KIAS (77 MPH)

VY - Best Rate-of-Climb Speed (sea level) 90 KIAS (103 MPH)

VBG - Best Glide Speed 70 KIAS (80 MPH)

VFE - Maximum Flap Extended Speed 95 KIAS (109 MPH)

VLE - Maximum Landing Gear Extended Speed 123 KIAS (141 MPH)

VLO - Maximum Landing Gear Operating Speed 113 KIAS (130 MPH)

Note 1: For proper viewing in FSX knee-board you may need to widen the knee-board to its maximum width. 
Note 2: Hyperlinks and checkboxes in FSX knee-board are not click-able. 

To ... Press...

Display/Hide Radio Panel Shift +2

Display/Hide GPS Shift +3

Display/Hide IFR Gauges Shift + 4

Display/Hide Smartphone Shift +5

Open Canopy Shift +E

Open Baggage Compartment Door Shift +E, 2

Check Lists

Pre-Flight Walk Around

A/C Documents As required

Master Switch Off

Magnetos Off

Mixture Lean

Gust Lock Removed

Cowl Flaps Open

All Intake Covers Removed

Left Engine Compartment Check

Hyd. Fluid/Oil Check/Fill
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Left Cowl Check/Secure

Left Gear/Brake Assy. Check

Left Wheel/Tire Assy. Check

Left Main Tank Sump Drain

Stall Switch Check

Left Tie Down Remove

Left Wing/Tip Check

Left Tip Tank Sump (if fitted) Drain

Left Aileron/Flap Check

Left Fuselage Check

Left Static Port Check

Left Horiz. Stab./Elevator Check

Left Side of Vertical Fin Check

Left Side of Rudder Check

Right Side of Rudder Check

Right Side of Vertical Fin Check

Right Horiz. Stab./Elevator Check

Right Static Port Check

Right Fuselage Check

Antennas (All) Check

Aux. Tank Sump (if fitted) Drain

Aux. Tank Cap (if fitted) Check/Secure

Right Aileron/Flap Check

Right Tip Tank Sump (if fitted) Drain

Right Wing/Tip Check

Right  Tie Down Remove

Right Main Tank Sump Drain

Main Fuel Tank Cap Check/Secure

Right Wheel/Tire Assy. Check

Right Gear/Brake Assy. Check

Right Engine Compartment Check

Right Cowl Check/Secure

Centre Gascolator Bowl Drain

Nose Gear Assy. Check

Cowl Air Intake Check

Prop Blades/Spinner Check/Secure
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Wheel Chocks Remove

Pre-Engine Start

Baggage Loaded/Secured

Seats Adjusted/Secured

Seat Belts Checked/Fastened

Fuel Selector Main Tanks

Parking Brake Set On

Prop High RPM

Mixture Full Rich

Landing Gear Lever Down and Locked

Master Battery On

Gear Lights All Green

Magnetos On (Both)

Electric Fuel Pump On

Throttle Open 1/8” to 1/4”

Prop Area Clear Yell

Engine Start

Starter Engaged

Generator On

Avionics On

Throttle Idle 600/1000 RPM

Oil Pressure Check

Fuel Pressure Check

Ammeter Check

Vacuum Check

CHT Check 

Canopy Open as Req'd.

Radios On/Set

Auto Pilot Off

Rotating Beacon On

Nav. Lights As Req'd.
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Engine Run-Up

Aircraft Face Into Wind

Parking Brake On

Engine RPM 1700 RPM

Magnetos Check L, R, Both

Prop Cycle 2 Times

Electric Fuel Pump On/Off/On

Flaps Cycle Down/Up

Engine RPM Idle

Controls Check

Trim Set 0-5° Up

Canopy Closed/Latched

Radios Final Check

Auto Pilot Off

Flight Instruments Set

Passengers Set/Secured

Anti-Collision Lights As Req'd.

Electric Fuel Pump On

Fuel Selector Check Set to Main

Taxi For Take-Off

Instruments Final Check

Flaps As Req'd.

Pitot Heat As Req'd.

Taxi Lights On (If Req'd.)

Take-off Clearance If Req'd.

Check For Traffic on Final Negotiate as Req'd.

Take-Off/Climb

Taxi Lights Off (If On)

Landing Lights On (If Req'd.)

Anti-Collision Lights On

Throttle Full Power

Prop 2700 RPM

Rotate 75 KIAS (86 MPH) 
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Flaps (If Lowered) Up Before 94 KIAS (108 MPH)

Climb/Set Trim 97-100 KIAS (111-115 MPH)

Gear Up Before 113 KIAS (130 MPH)

Power Setting 25 Squared 25” MP/2500 RPM

Mixture Lean as Req'd.

Cowl Flaps As Req'd

First Turn Pattern Altitude

Cruise

Altitude Established

Power 23 Squared 23” MP/2300 RPM

Mixture Lean as Req'd.

Electric Fuel Pump Off

Cowl Flaps As Req'd.

Airspeed Green Arc on Gauge

Navigation As Req'd.

Fuel Selector Aux./Tip Tanks (Level Flight Only)

Descent

Fuel Selector Main Tanks

Airspeed 90-100 KIAS (103-115 MPH)

Rate of Descent As Req'd.

Power As Req'd.

Trim As Req'd.

Mixture Rich As Req'd.

Cowl Flaps As Req'd.

Pre-Landing

Altitude Traffic Pattern

Electric Fuel Pump On

Fuel Selector Main Tanks

Power As Req'd.

Gear (Below 113 KIAS (130 MPH)) Down, Locked, 3 Green

Flaps As Req'd.

Mixture Full Rich
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Prop High RPM

Throttle As Req'd.

Cowl Flaps As Req'd.

Landing Lights On

Airspeed Best Glide Speed

After Landing

Power As Req'd.

Flaps Up

Landing Lights Off

Taxi-Lights On (If Req'd.)

Anti-Collision Lights Off (If On)

Cowl Flaps Open

Electric Fuel Pump Off

Pitot Heat Off

Shutdown

Parking Brake On

Radios Off

Prop High RPM

RPM (60 Seconds) 1000 RPM

Mixture Full Lean

*** WHEN ENGINE STOPS*** ********** ***

Generator Off

Magnetos Off

Master Battery/Avionics Off

Fuel Selector Off

Cowl Flaps Closed

Parking Brake Off
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After Shutdown

Control Lock Installed

Passengers/Baggage Vacated/Removed

Canopy Closed/Secured

Wheel Chocks In Place

Tie Downs Attached

All Covers Installed

Prop Blade Vertical

Important Information For Repainters

The tip tank versions all share their main textures with the straight wing version so it is vital that the 
texture folders are set up correctly otherwise problems will arise. This was done to keep file sizes to a 
minimum both for download purposes and in terms of duplicated files in FSX. The only files that need 
to be in a tip tank aircraft texture folder are the textures for the tip tanks themselves (diffuse and 
specular texture if used), the thumbnail picture for use in the aircraft selection screen and the 
'texture.cfg' file.

It is vital that you set up the 'texture.cfg' file correctly for any new repaints or they will not work. The 
file can be opened in 'Notepad' and the following is an example using the 'Cherry' paint scheme:

[fltsim]

fallback.1=..\..\Ryan_Navion_B\texture.cherry

fallback.2=..\..\Ryan_Navion_B\texture

fallback.3=..\..\..\..\Scenery\Global\texture

fallback.4=..\..\..\..\..\..\Scenery\Global\texture

The first fallback line is the one that needs to be edited for any new textures you create.  Change the 
'texture.cherry' part at the end to the name of your new texture in the straight wing version and then 
save the file. 

For example, if you create a new texture for the straight wing version and call the folder 
'texture.pinkwithbluespots' then in the wing tip version texture folder you would change the first 
fallback line of the 'texture.cfg' file as show:

fallback.1=..\..\Ryan_Navion_B\ texture.pinkwithbluespots

The entries in the 'aircraft'cfg' file for the tip tank version would also need to be updated of course, 
just as you would do for any other repaint.

Talking of the aircraft.cfg file here are examples from the wing tip version and tip tank versions with 
important areas highlighted as special case items:
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Wing Tip Version

[fltsim.XX]

title=Ryan_Navion_B USAF 50s

sim=300

model=

panel= 

sound=

texture=usafcom

panel_alias =

sound_alias =

kb_checklists=doc/300_check

kb_reference=doc/300_ref

atc_id= N2979T

atc_id_color=0x00000000

atc_parking_code =

atc_airline=

atc_flight_number=

ui_manufacturer=Ryan

ui_typerole="Single Engine Prop"

ui_type=Navion 260

ui_variation=USAF 1950s

ui_createdby="LDR Development"

prop_anim_ratio = 0.0

description=Ryan Navion 260B 

visual_damage=1

atc_heavy=0

atc_id_font=Verdana,-11,1,600,0
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The RED items must be included exactly as shown above as some items will not work if those lines are 
not present.

The GREEN items must be changed for each repaint and must be unique in the case of 'title=' and 
'ui_variation=', the registration ID (N-number or equiv.) of the aircraft for 'atc_id=' and refer to a new 
texture folder in the case of the 'texture=' line. The [fltsim.XX] entry should be the next highest number 
in the list of entries.

Tip Tank Versions

For the tip tank versions in addition to the changes to 'fltsim.XX', 'title=', 'texture=', 'atc_id=' and 
'ui_variation=' the following two lines MUST be changed exactly as follows so that the tip tank 
versions correctly call up the check lists and reference documents located in the main Ryan Navion B 
folder:

kb_checklists=..\Ryan_Navion_B\doc\300_check

kb_reference=..\Ryan_Navion_B\doc\300_ref

Hopefully people who upload repaints will set the files up correctly so that the end users can just drop 
them in place and fly.

Donations

This virtual model has been released as freeware but it costs developers a considerable amount of 
money to acquire literature and documentation in the form of Pilot's Operating Handbooks, 
Maintenance Manuals, etc. in order to create a life-like rendition for Flight Simulator. The required 
software to produce models also costs money in most cases. 

I was diagnosed with a life-altering illness more than 12 years ago and since that time I have been 
reduced to getting by on a Disability Pension that barely covers my normal monthly outgoings. If you 
would like to help me purchase documentation/software for future projects then I will gladly accept any 
donations you may wish to send. Please contact me at larry.green@cogeco.ca for more information.
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--*--*--*--*--*--*--

Microsoft Flight Simulator X © Microsoft Corporation. The LDR Development Ryan Navion B 300 
was created under Microsoft's "Game Content Usage Rules" using assets from Microsoft Flight 
Simulator X and custom content from LDR Development . It is not endorsed by Microsoft and does not 
reflect the views or opinions of Microsoft or anyone officially involved in producing or managing 
Microsoft Flight Simulator X. As such, it does not contribute to the official narrative of the fictional 
universe, if applicable.

http://www.xbox.com/en-US/community/developer/rules

--*--*--*--*--*--*--

These files are copyright to Larry Green and LDR Development and are provided for personal use only. 
They *MUST NOT* be used as part of a payware add-on without prior permission of the creator(s).

This work has been supplied as freeware and is therefore to be used without charge.  

The files have only been uploaded to the Sim-Outhouse (SOH) and uploading the files anywhere else is 
strictly prohibited unless prior permission has been sought and granted.

These files are to be used on the understanding that they are at the risk of the user and I/we take no 
responsibility for any loss of existing files or any other damage that may occur to your computer by the 
use of these files.

--*--*--*--*--*--*--

© Larry Green and the LDR Development team 2013.
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